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Z-ROCK ALWAYS IN THE CENTER OF ROCK EVENTS

• Z- ROCK - the rock radio of Bulgaria is
always in the center of the rock events in
Bulgaria!
• Z-Rock was the official Bon Jovi radio, and
the listeners were the first to get the news
about the grand show of the year. The most
enthusiastic fans won diamond tickets for
the concert on Z-Rock Radio games.
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The leading priority for bTV Radio Group are
THE LISTENERS
To be entirely in their favor we dynamically develop
the radio stations in order to be accessible for the
listeners in any possible way, quickly, easily and most
functional.
With the development of smart phones many new
possibilities have been opened up. N-JOY, Z-Rock and
bTV Radio listeners have provided quick and easy
access to the sites directly from any mobile phone.
The development of mobile versions of N-JOY, ZRock and bTV Radio aims to satisfy the expectations
and requirements of listener audiences.
We create for the audience EASY ACCESS to the radio through websites, mobile applications, social networking profiles,
which is interactive relationship with radio air.
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 Our portfolio includes 6 Internet platforms that generate over 67 000 real unique visitors monthly who visit
our sites for getting information, entertaining, communicating, sharing information. Each month the sites of our
radio portfolio generate over 650 000 impressions. Our facebook groups have more than 140 000 fans.

 With a modern look and numerous functions
the websites within the radio group represent
dynamically evolving communication channels
with strong interactive relationship with the
radio.
 Radio websites allow implementation of highly
effective interactive games of interest to the
listening audiences and consumers of pages.

.

The radios in our portfolio reach the online audience through visualization of what is happening on air. This makes the websites
group useful for the audience and attractive to advertisers as highly effective communication channels.
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In 2014 bTV Radio Group will continue to create strong and different interactive promotions that rouse
the interest of the listeners

• The next season of the biggest radio game
“Inspector N-JOY and Agent Z-Rock” will draw the
listeners into a real adventure with lots of surprises.
•In October 2012 true fans of the largest music
radio network in the country N-JOY and rock radio
of Bulgaria Z-Rock showed great activity and
initiative and were on the trail of Inspector N-JOY
and Agent Z-Rock who gave out great prizes.
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In 2014 bTV Radio Group will continue to create strong and different interactive promotions that rouse
the interest of the listeners

After the success of N-JOY Football Tour 2012 radio N-JOY offers its
audience next edition of the sporting initiative – N-JOY Football Tour
2014.
In 2014 we will challenge again the football fans. In four consecutive
weekends all the participants aged 16 – 18 years will have the
opportunity to participate in N-JOY Football Tour 2014.
Besides the football fans the event will offer entertainment for
everyone who wants to win prizes and have a great time in the
company of Radio N-JOY & Inspector N-JOY , who will be the
presenter on the spot. The event will be held under the auspices of
the Dimitar Berbatov Foundation in Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas,
Ruse, Stara Zagora, Haskovo and Blagoevgrad.
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o

In 2013 was launched the major music project The
Green Song of Bulgaria – one different musical
competition. The campaign initiated by radio N-JOY,
Z-Rock and Jazz FM provoked the biggest names in
pop, rock and the jazz scene in Bulgaria to create new
music hits that contain a positive green message.

o

To participate in the project listeners nominated
Grafa, Michaela Fileva, Billy Hlapeto, Krisko, Der
Hunds, Revolution Z and Ruth Koleva. These pop,
rock and jazz stars created new Bulgarian songs and
videos, which combined in a modern and
entertaining way the good music with the responsible
attitude towards nature and the environment.

o

The Green Song of Bulgaria was very successful
launched as new brand connecting the music with
the green idea.
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Important messages about nature were part of the campaign The Green Song of Bulgaria:
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Over 20 000 listeners
voted on
zelenatapesen.bg for
their favourite song in the
music contest
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The grand finale in the crowded hall

and among real pine forest on the scene
Grafa, Michaela Fileva, Billy Hlapeto
and Divna, Krisko, Revolution Z, Der
Hunds and Ruth Koleva, performed their
songs on unique backgrounds that at
different times blended starry sky,
acrobatics scarves, snow, fire effects,
Over 20
000 performances.
listeners
smoke and unique
ballet
on
The audiencevoted
had chosen
Krisko as the
zelenatapesen.bg
winner of the first edition of theforspecial
their favourite song in the
music awards.
music contest
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With us you get the highest quality and professional service



The various forms of advertising provide an opportunity for
diverse and creative approaches to consumer



We develop and implement distinctive promotions and interactive
Over 20 000 listeners
campaigns



voted on
zelenatapesen.bg
for
As strong sub-brands our radio shows
create a favorable
context
their favourite song in the
for the successful implementation of your advertising messages
music contest
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Thank you!
Over 20 000 listeners
voted on
zelenatapesen.bg for
their favourite song in the
music contest
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